
ELOS N2 TRAP AS Superimposed Competition Shotgun
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3208-ELOS-N2-TRAP-AS-Superimposed-Competition-
Shotgun

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber

Chamber
(mm)

Shots Ejection Chokes
Barrel
(cm)

MSRP

FA5205
Elos N2 12/70 - Reg. right-

handed 
BR853 C cal. 12  70 mm  2  Eject.  4 I.C.  76  

2350.00 € incl.
tax

FA5205G
Elos N2 12/70 - Reg. left

handed 
BR853 C cal. 12  70 mm  2  Eject.  4 I.C.  76  

2445.00 € incl.
tax

The FOSSE version of the ELOS N2 series
This weapon is perfectly configured for use in Olympic Trap, Universal Trap or more generally ball-trap
disciplines. The stock has a wide and comfortable cheek piece, adjustable in height and deviation. This
cheekpiece is coated with a specific satin black varnish which prevents the shooter's cheek from heating up in
the event of intensive shooting.

 

Chambering 12/70 mm
Canon 76 cm
Barrel finish: Satin black
Leaky sight band 10 - 8 mm
Terminal handlebar: Bradley round white
Intermediate handlebar: yes
Chokes included: 4 EXIS HP (SHORT - MEDIUM - LONG - XTREME)
Forged steel rocker
Hinge with adjustable resistance.
Rocker finish: Satin black with two-tone logo
Trigger: Non-selective single trigger.
Stock: Pistol with adjustable cheekpiece
Stock length: 377 mm
Shoe: HRA curved 22 mm
Slope at the busk 35 mm - Slope at the heel 45 mm.
Wood finish: Oil sanded
Weight: approximately 3.5 kg
Weapon tested at 1630 BAR. Comes with an ABS suitcase

 

This weapon is perfectly configured for use in Olympic Trap, Universal Trap or more generally ball-trap
disciplines. The stock has a wide and comfortable cheek piece, adjustable in height and deviation. This
cheekpiece is coated with a specific satin black varnish which prevents the shooter's cheek from heating up in
the event of intensive shooting.
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Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


